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private pilot licence - privileges

private pilot licence - pre-requisites

as a private pilot you may act as pilot in command in any piston
powered, single engine, non-high performance aeroplane during daylight 
in visual meteorological conditions. 

a private pilot licence can be coupled with a night rating, sea plane rating,
multi-engine rating or instrument rating.

to pursue the private pilot licence course, you must:

 - be a minimum of fourteen years old by the time of first solo.
 - be a minimum of seventeen years old in order to receive a private pilot 
  licence upon completion of the course.
 - be the holder of a valid category 1 or 3 medical.
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what medical category should i get?

category 3 medical is sufficient for a private pilot licence,
however, if you are intending to fly professionally, we 
recommend obtaining a category 1 medical.

for more questions email us - info@canwestflighttraining.com



private pilot licence - knowledge

to be eligible for the private pilot licence, you must: 

successfully completed a minimum of 40 hours private pilot ground school
instruction on the following subjects:

  - canadian aviation regulations
  - aerodynamics and theory of flight
  - meteorology
    - airframes, engines and systems
  - flight instruments
  - radio and electronic theory
  - navigation
  - flight operations
  - licensing requirements
  - human factors, including pilot decision making

oobtain a minimum of 60% in each of the following four mandatory subject 
areas as well as 60% overall in the transport canada written examination
private pilot licence - aeroplane (ppaer).

  - air law (regulations, rules and orders, air traffic services, practices
   and procedures and licensing requirements relevant to the licence.

  - navigation (navigation, radio aids and electronic theory).

  - meteorology

    - general knowledge (airframes, engines and systems, theory
   flight, flight instruments and flight operations.)
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private pilot licence - experience

to be eligible for the private pilot licence, you must: 

successfully completed a minimum of 45 hours of flight training with 
a flight instructor. 

the flight training includes a minimum of 

  - 17 hours dual instruction flight time, including a minimum of 3 hours
   cross country flight time and 5 hours of instrument time.

    - 12 hours solo flight time, including 5 hours cross country flight time
   with a flight of a minimum of 150 nautical miles which shall include 
   2 full stop landings at points other than the point of departure.
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can i get my private licence in 45 hours?

yes, however, it truly depends on the individual.
the common average is 65 hours

for more questions email us - info@canwestflighttraining.com



private pilot licence - training syllabus

familiarization flight
aircraft familiarization, pre-flight,controls, taxiing, attitudes
straight and level, turns
climbs and descents
normal takeoff and landing
range and endurance
sslow flight
stalls
advanced stalls, spins
circuits
slipping
crosswind take-offs and landing
runway changes, communication failure, bounce recovery, overshoots
steep turnssteep turns
spiral dives
engine failure in the circuit
first solo
solo practice takeoff and landing
soft/rough field take-off and landing
practice, short field take-off and landing
fforced landing
precautionary landing
illusions created by drift
short cross country (cyxx-cycw-cynj-cyxx)
instrument flying
diversions
150 nautical miles cross country (cyxx-cypw-cat4-cyxx)
......
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private pilot licence - average costs
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$600.00

$245.00

$210.00

$400.00

$150.00

$55.00

$12910.00

dual training - 35 hours
$225 / hour 

solo training - 15 hours
$160 / hour 

  ground briefing - 15 hours
$65/hour

ground school

aviation medical exam

transport canada written exam fee

flight test examiner fee

icao language proficiency test

transport canada licencing fee

total

$7875.00

$2400.00

$975.00

this estimate is not based on transport canada minimums. It is based on a realistic estimate of the average student to achieve this course. prices may differ

plus taxes


